
The Parable of the Mustard Seed - Matthew 13 Parables 

So, this is from Vine's Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words, from Page 840, under the 
article Parable. 
Literally denotes "a placing beside." It signifies a placing of one thing beside another with a view to 
comparison. It is generally used of a somewhat lengthy utterance or narrative drawn from nature or 
human circumstances, the subject of which is to set forth a spiritual lesson. It is the lesson that is of 
value. The hearer must catch the analogy if he is to be instructed. Such a narrative or saying dealing 
with earthly things with a spiritual meaning is distinct from a fable which attributes to things what does 
not belong to them in nature. Two dangers are to be avoided in seeking to interpret parables in 
scripture; 1) that of ignoring the important features, and 2) that of trying to make all the details 
mean something. 

Matthew 13 has 7 parables, Parable of the Sower, Parable of the Weeds, Parable of the Mustard 
Seed, Parable of the Yeast, Parable of the Hidden Treasure, Parable of the Pearl, Parable of the 
Fishing Net, we will focus today on the 3rd parable, the Parable of the Mustard Seed. 

Matthew 31-32:  Another parable He put before them, saying, 
“The reign of the heavens is like a mustard seed, which a 
man took and sowed in his field, 32  which indeed is less than 
all the seeds, but when it is grown it is greater than the 
plants and becomes a tree, so that the birds of the heaven 
come and dwell in its branches.”  

Using parables, Y’shua related truth through intriguing stories 
with familiar settings. Our grasp of this parable hinges upon a 
correct understanding of its key elements: the sower, the 
mustard seed, the great tree which grew from it, and the birds 
which perched on its branches.  

 
Interpretation 1:  
 
The first two elements are easily understood. 

1. The sower is Y’shua Himself. He is the planter who came to atone for our sins so that we 
might become fruitful. 

2. The mustard seed was the smallest seed known at the time. While it becomes more of a 
shrub than a tree, it can reach about 3 - 4.5m high. The mustard seed represents the 
Message of Good News, starting very small but growing to reach millions throughout the 
world who will inherit the kingdom. The field represents all the people of the earth who will 
receive Him. 

3. The tree is rooted in Y’shua and has grown a harvest far beyond its initial planting. The King 
James Version says, “it is the greatest among all herbs,” growing far reaching branches 
beyond natural explanation. 

4. The birds’ of the air in this parable probably come from the Greek word “orneon,” signifying 
”to perceive, to hear.” The tree offers a refuge for His faithful to rest in Him.  
A tree, whose large branches offer a sanctuary for birds, was also a familiar Old Testament 
symbol for a mighty kingdom which gave shelter to the nations. The tree represents earthly 
greatness and refuge to the nations. The tiny mustard seed, growing to be a tree, 
symbolizes Y’shua’s offer of refuge and life in Yahweh’s Kingdom.  Psa. 104:12; Eze. 17:23; 
31:6; Dan. 4:12. 

Interpretation 2: 

The Parable of the Mustard Seed is contained in all three of the synoptic gospels (Matthew 13:31–
32; Mark 4:30–32; Luke 13:18–19). However, the Gospel of Matthew provides us with the most 
peripheral information, as it includes one parable before and after the mustard seed parable, each 
teaching on the same subject. Each of the three parables: the weeds among the wheat, the 
mustard seed, and the yeast have six common elements in them, providing structure which 
helps us to interpret the individual parables. The common elements are (1) a similitude about "the 
kingdom of heaven," the earthly sphere of profession both true and false; (2) “a man,” Y’shua; (3) “a 
field,” the world; (4) “seed,” the Word of Yahweh or its effect; (5) ”growth” or “spreading,” church 
growth; and (6) the presence of evil, symbolized by weeds, birds of the air, and yeast. 

 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2013.31%E2%80%9332
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2013.31%E2%80%9332
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Mark%204.30%E2%80%9332
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Luke%2013.18%E2%80%9319


Interpretation 3: 

The Parable of the Mustard Seed was taught in rhetorical hyperbole. Here, Y’shua uses a shrub/tree 

coming from a seed (John 12:24) to represent kingdom growth, consistent with other tree/kingdom 

references (Ezekiel 17:23 and Daniel 4:11-21). The seed’s growth attracts the presence of evil—

depicted as birds (Matthew 13:4,19; Revelation 18:2)—to dilute the church while taking 

advantage of its benefits. 

 

So, the picture painted in the Parable of the Mustard Seed by Y’shua is of the humble beginnings of 

the church experiencing an explosive rate of growth. It grows large and becomes a source of food, 

rest, and shelter, for both believers and false professing individuals that seek to consume or take 

advantage of its benefits while residing or mixing among what was produced by the seed (1 

Corinthians 5:1; 6:7; 2 Corinthians 11:13; Galatians 1:7). In other words, Y’shua predicts that, while 

the church will grow extremely large from just a small start, it will not remain pure. While this is not 

a condemnation of the "bigness" of modern Christianity, it does show us the greatest burden that 

comes with it. The Parable of the Mustard Seed is both a prediction and a warning.  

Interpretation 4 – Benjamin Harris:  

The argument goes, birds are demons, and mustard seeds do not grow into trees like in Matthew and 

Luke; they grow into bushes as in Mark. This parable in Matthew 13 and Luke 13, they say, is about 

the wrong type of growth. The mustard seed of the word of Yah, is planted and the result is a tree, a 

monolithic structure that towers over all of creation: The Medieval Church. 

It teaches that the church shouldn't be trying to be a great giant that everyone looks at in awe for its 

brilliance, but a bush, a low-lying bush that gets entangled with lowly business. 

The mustard bush was domestically illegal; it was infectious and would get among all other bushes 

and plants. This is an image of the Church and/or the Kingdom of Yah (whether the interpretation is 

right or wrong), a tiny little implanted word/seed that gets into every nook and cranny of life. 

Y’shua rebuking the Church, stop being a big [Western] institution with the monopoly on money, 

property, and education. When the Church becomes that, Satanic forces get make it their home. They 

find their shade in the big old tree because it becomes that which it was not supposed to be, whereas 

they wouldn't if it remained a garden plant. 

 

From the four interpretations we do see a few common points, but as you have noticed, especially 

with no 4’s view, people can really interpret a parable to suit their own viewpoints and doctrine. 

Right at the start we said that one of the dangers of interpreting a parable is: that of trying to make 

all the details mean something. 

When reading and trying to understand the parables, we need to take a step back, understand the 

audience Y’shua was speaking to, read the parables in unison. Ask ourselves: what is the underlying 

message that Y’shua wanted to teach his followers – what is the lesson I must learn? 

Often, we try to read something into a passage that comes from our own needs or viewpoints, we 

try to insert our doctrine into the words spoken by Y’shua 

Always remember that Y’shua didn’t come to teach a different viewpoint from the Torah. In fact, we 

know he used the Torah frequently to help get his point across. If we then take this information and 

what we know, it is hard to interpret for instance that the birds nesting in the trees are evil. Based on 

the evidence given in Interpretation no 1. From Psalms, Daniel and Ezekiel. Y’shua also wouldn’t 

have talked about shrubs or herbs (Mustard Plant) Warping or changing into a Tree?! That 

interpretation simply isn’t true, and to think that the plant now becomes a tree is over analysing the 

words, not looking at the meaning. 

When we read the Word of Yahweh, we must be careful to put our own “spin” on things, we must read 

passages in context, sometimes even doing a bit of research, but we should always try to keep our 

understanding simple. “like that of a child” 

 

To read the Bible the way it is written, you have to give up your own agenda. You have to dwell 

in the text and see the whole woven tapestry of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. When you do, 

you will find that Yahweh speaks to you and with you. 
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